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Information for Students
Instructions
Make sure you answer all questions in the answer spaces on this paper unless your teacher tells you otherwise.
You can plan your answer(s) in this paper. Any planning outside of a specific planning space should be crossed through.
The planning will not be marked.
You may use additional paper if required but you must clearly show your name and question number(s).

Guidance
The marks for a question are provided in brackets.
The total mark for this paper is 21.
The total number of marks may take into account either/or choices.
Read each question carefully before starting your answer.
Remember to write clearly, using good English.
Allow time to check your work.
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1(a) Of Mice and Men by J Steinbeck, Chapters 1 to 2
The description of the pool which opens the novel is written in the present tense.
What effect does this have?

[1]
(b) Look at the description of the bunk house at the start of Chapter 2.
How does the writer use patterns of sentence structure to create an impression of the bunk house?

Pattern

Effect

Sentence structures are repetitive

Sentences begin with ‘And…’

[2]
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(c) Look at the description of the bunk house at the start of Chapter 2.
How does the writer use language to create an impression of the bunkhouse?

[3]
(d) Write down three things we learn about the lives of the ranch hands in the first two chapters.

•

[1]

•

[1]

•

[1]
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(e) Look at Chapter 2, from when Curley enters the bunk house until he leaves.
What are your first impressions of Curley?
Support each comment with a quotation from the text.

Comment

Quotation

[6]
(f)

What do we learn about Curley in the second chapter of the novel?
Think about what he says and does, and what other characters say about him.
Remember to use quotations to support your ideas.
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[6]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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Mark Scheme
Question
1

a

Answer/Indicative content

Marks
1

Award 1 mark for a relevant response, for example:
It makes it seem like it has always been there/will always be there.
It places the reader in the situation/setting.

b

Award 1 mark for each cell appropriately completed, up to 2 marks.

2

Reward valid/relevant effects. Answers might, however, include some of the following:

Pattern

c

Effect

Sentence structures are repetitive

They make the space/place seem
monotonous/limited.

Sentences begin with ‘And…’

It emphasises the listing of objects.
It makes the room seem cluttered.

3

Award 1 mark for a simple/basic comment, for example:
It makes the room sound plain and bare when it says ‘the walls were whitewashed and the
floor unpainted.’
Award 2 marks for a comment with some detail/explanation, for example:
The writer mentions lots of straight-edged shapes, such as ‘rectangular building’ and ‘small,
square windows’ which make the room sound uncomfortable.
Award 3 marks for a thoughtful/perceptive comment, for example:
The writer mentions the walls three times, making the space seem very confined, as if the men
are trapped.
Lots of small items suggests clutter; that the men’s lives are concerned only with immediate,
day-to-day necessities.

d

Award 1 mark for each point, up to 3 marks.

3

Reward valid/relevant points. Answers might, however, include some of the following:
They have little money.
They live in (very) basic accommodation.
Agents direct them to jobs/provide work tickets/bus fare.
They are reliant on the favour of bosses.
They have no rights as workers.
Do not accept points that are specific to any of the characters.
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Mark Scheme
Question
e

Answer/Indicative content

Marks

Award 1 mark for each cell appropriately completed, up to 6 marks.

6

Reward valid/relevant comments and quotations. Answers might, however, include some of the
following:

f

Comment

Quotation

He speaks rudely.

‘Seen my old man?’

He is unfriendly/hostile.

‘glanced coldly’

He is aggressive.

‘hands closed into fists.’ [before he’s spoken to the ranch
hands

He is argumentative/wanting to start
a fight/forceful (but weighs up his
chances first).

‘(glance was at once) calculating (and)/pugnacious.’

He is physically
intimidated/threatened.

‘stepped gingerly (close to) [Lennie].’

He is self-important.

‘he’s gotta talk when he’s spoken to.’

AO1.1 – Maintain a critical style and develop an informed personal response when reading,
understanding and responding to texts.

6

AO1.2 – Use textual references, including quotations, to support and illustrate interpretations when
reading, understanding and responding to texts.
Mark

AO1
6

5

4

3

2

1
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Marking criteria
AO1.1

An evaluative, investigative, logical response to the
task and wider text where relevant.

AO1.2

Thoughtful, specific, interwoven supporting
evidence.

AO1.1

A considered, detailed response to the task and wider
text where relevant.

AO1.2

Thoughtful, interwoven supporting evidence.

AO1.1

A relevant, reasonably detailed response to the task
and wider text where relevant.

AO1.2

Relevant supporting evidence, used with effect.

AO1.1

A reasonable response to the task and wider text
where relevant.

AO1.2

Mostly relevant supporting evidence, used with some
effect.

AO1.1

A straightforward response to the task and wider text
where relevant.

AO1.2

Some supporting evidence which mainly illustrates.

AO1.1

A basic response to the task and wider text where
relevant.
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Mark Scheme
Question

Answer/Indicative content
AO1.2
0

AO1

Marks

Basic evidence, sometimes supporting comments.
Nothing creditworthy.

Indicative content
Reward valid/relevant interpretations and evidence. Answers might, however, include some of the
following for AO1:
Based on his interactions with the ranch hands:
He speaks rudely – ‘Seen my old man?’
He is hostile – ‘glanced coldly’.
He is aggressive even before he’s spoken to the ranch hands – ‘hands closed into fists.’
He is argumentative/wanting to start a fight/forceful but weighs up his chances first – ‘glance
was at once calculating and pugnacious.’
He is physically intimidated as he ‘stepped gingerly’ close to Lennie.
He is self-important – ‘he’s gotta talk when he’s spoken to.’
People are nervous of him – ‘The old man looked cautiously at the door.’
As commented on by the old man:
He likes to fight/is good at fighting – ‘He’s a lightweight [boxer] and he’s handy.’
He is trying to make up for being short/not being respected by the others ‘Curley’s like a lot of
little guys … picking scraps with big guys.’
He creates situations where he knows he’ll come out well – ‘Curley ain’t givin’ nobody a
chance.’
He’s a bully – ‘He’d slough me.’
He takes advantage of his position – ‘Won’t ever get canned ‘cause his old man’s the boss.’

Total
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